
 

 

There is very much a face in this… 

 

As soon as the house was repossessed, 

the cabinet remained to shift dust 

from the poles and axes onto the day cushions. 

They were covered with plastic, every single  

window, and from fall until spring the 

view was clouded: only the broadest 

movements of squirrels and birds made 

it through the sheeting duct-taped over  

shoddy window frames. When opened  

will leave paint flakes and maybe wood. 

Window frame perhaps warps from 

wind and overprotection. The register  

under the chair has been covered over. 

The ceiling below prevents it. Takes 

breaking through and encountering 

space between floors. The entire foundation 

is bent and bending more so. It took some  

work and an impressive amount of neglect  

to deform this house. The stairs sag.  

It’s damp. The bed is wet. The toilet tilts. 

A continuous draft combats smoke, carbon 

monoxide, and sets dust aswirl. Dust fine  

and dust accumulated into balls and drifts. 

A landscape of dust. A viewshed of dust. 

Miles of dust stretching to Jupiter and back 

10 million times but fixed by a layer of grime.  

It lifts and falls as breath, and breath brings the 

same odor, of rank things moving in 

the space between finger and fingernail, 

hair and scalp, on the surface of eyes, below 

eyesockets, under earlobes, and most especially, 

where feet go and have been. Night oysters 

bounce off the roof and leave little 



bivalve marks. Clawed tripods 

scatter in attic drifts. Boxes slide  

to one side. Accumulate accumulates. 

A hallway of collect. Something 

at the bottom—could be insignificant, 

most likely are: if sifted through 

already and become indoor air, 

as stagnant and reducing, as 

flutter onto furnishings, as 

furnishings breathe back up 

and out. The stovepipe exhales 

inanimate into night air 

coalescing slowly into cloud 

to rain again onto itself, 

creating its own form again 

out of into which it had dissolved.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



(for Agnes Martin) 

 

Let mind over heart speak 

and then, after that, heart  

 

but back to mind: let it 

lay out pencil marks in grid 

 

silent marks in line, but with 

faint wavering, to allow 

 

heart to speak through 

in form of paper. 

 

Marks rough and 

ridged throw off  

 

line. Ivory under gray. 

Framed, it speaks of 

 

other squares. Aluminum 

or wood, painted gray.  

 

Grid, but faintly drawn 

in lines dropping down 

 

paper, as though paper 

loves line, or line rests 

 

lightly over paper, as 

paper holds 

 

mark, as mark  

adorns paper, but does 

 

not add, rather rests 

between paper and 



 

eye. Does not force 

its way into paper, 

 

but takes it, 

nonetheless, negates 

 

paper underneath 

although makes it 

 

be as though with  

line, is line, but 

 

also paper, does 

not exist without 

 

it. Moves over it, 

makes line between. 
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